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Create fun and intricate origami using your Washingtons, Franklins, and Lincolns.World renowned

origami artist Michael LaFosse introduces Mini Money Origami Kit. This origami kit includes a

whimsical collection of new origami paper craft projects designed for paper folders of any level of

skill to practice the increasingly popular art of folding origami dollars. Don't bother with all the free,

unreliable and confusing instructions out there to learn origamiâ€”having real, professional origami

instructions right in front of you makes all the difference and saves you time. The origami practice

dollar bills mean that you won't have to fold on real money and can save it up to buy some more

origami kits!This easy origami kit contains: A full-colored 32-page booklet Clear step-by-step

instruction and diagrams 40 practice dollar bills A DVD containing easy-to-follow video tutorial for

each projectMoney origami is more popular than ever, thanks to the panoply of designs and the

wonderful folding qualities of the dollar bill. Many people like to give cash gifts or tips in folded

money. While the classic origami folds still fascinate, money-fold enthusiasts are always looking for

fresh ideas. Mini Money Origami Kit is full of original designs to learn origami quickly and easily. At

such a great valueâ€”folding money has never been so easy or affordable!Origami projects include:

Four-Pointed Star Heart Locket Dolphin Three Dollar Japanese Crane And moreâ€¦
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The individual units of the $3 bird base are easily folded and assembled. The finished crane is

impressive because of its stately size. When created using two dollar bills (for a $6 tip), the crane is

quite striking. Many origami folds are made from the bird base. Knowing how to make one using

three bills is well worth the cost of this small book. A traditional star is included, from the bird base,

for an impressive finished fold.

Although there are fewer models, they are original and some of the best, especially the bat. This kit

includes a DVD and correct sized papers. Well worth the money. :)

This kit is worth the price!!! I have been wanting to learn how to make a traditional crane out of

money. This method is a little large but works. The video instruction is very well made that even a

person who has never folding origami can do this. HIghly reccomended.

The DVD presentations are easy to follow, and fun to do. Origami folded money makes a unique

gift, and is always a surprise to the receiver.

If you are learning this topic for the first time, I can't think of a better book to read. If, on the other

hand, you have already learned more advanced instruction books and wish to learn more advanced

and modern material you should probably use a different book.Easy and complete trick instructions.

')â€¢â€¢*'Ã‚Â¨`*â€¢.()â€¢ Thanks â€¢ ( Easy and complete dollar bill origami instructions.

')â€¢â€¢*'Ã‚Â¨`*â€¢.()â€¢ Thanks â€¢(

This is a nice origami kit, for beginners! I still love the kit. It has nice clear pictures to show how to

fold the bills, makes it easy to complete projects!

Cool little kit with lots of possibilities. Directions are pretty good for a book. My 10 year old loves.

I do dollarbill origami and these are not that great.
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